Sherwood Gourmet Coffees
Small Cup $1.69

Large Cup $1.89

Beans $12.99/lb.

House Blend

Amaretto

Smooth; mild; the perfect way to start your
morning.

An absolutely stunning combination of
almonds and apricots; reminiscent of the
liqueur for which it was named.

Rainforest Crunch

A delicate yet flavorful blend of tropical nuts

Tanzanian

including hazelnuts, macadamia nuts, and

Grown in the mountains of Tanzania, this

Brazil nuts, with a hint of caramel and vanilla.

coffee has excellent clarity and a whisper of

Caramel Nut

citrus that makes it irresistible on warm

Toasted, buttery nuts and sweet, velvety
caramel; how could you go wrong?

Southern Pecan
Pure, southern charm; Perfection.

French Vanilla

summer mornings.

Kona
Cultivated on the slopes of Mauna Loa and
Hualalai on the big island of Hawaii, this
coffee is the finest in the world. The volcanic
soil, sunny mornings and rainy afternoons in

My personal favorite…the scent of this coffee

the region combine to create the ultimate

is as much a part of the experience as the taste.

coffee-growing climate.

Chocolate Raspberry

Kenyan

Not too sweet, just a hint of decadent

A deep, almost wine-like acidity and rich

chocolate and sweet raspberry to make you

flavor is what sets this bold coffee apart from

feel like you are sneaking a little dessert into

all others. If you are looking for a way to start

your morning routine.

your morning off right, look no further!

French Roast

Guatemalan

The darkest and most flavorful roast available.

A multi-dimensioned coffee including notes

Like all fine French cuisine, you can taste the

of chocolate, spices and citrus. Truly a delight

history and tradition in each cup of this bold

for the senses.

brew.

*Our coffee beans are freshly ground and brewed each morning, at the optimum
temperature, to release every last bit of the rich flavor each variety has to offer.

